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Memo 

To: Board of County Commissioners 

From: Agricultural Advisory Board, Val Manning, Chair 

Date: 10/14/2011 

Re: Opinion in Response to Save the Poudre’s Facts About Farming Paper 

The Agricultural Advisory Board (AAB) appreciates the Board of County Commissioners’ 

request for an opinion regarding the Facts About Farming paper prepared by the Save the Poudre 

organization regarding the Northern Integrated Supply Project (NISP). We have carefully 

considered the points raised in the paper, gathering additional information from representatives 

from Save the Poudre and from the proponents of NISP, Northern Water. A sub-committee was 

formed to work on this opinion response. The recommendations of that committee were 

considered by the full Agricultural Advisory Board at our regular meeting on September 14, 

2011 and unanimously adopted. Our comments follow and are organized using the five 

numbered points in the Save the Poudre paper. In addition, a minority report was prepared by 

two AAB members. Those additional comments are attached.    

 

1. Save the Poudre states: “NISP would accelerate buy-up and subdivision of irrigated farms in 

Northern Colorado” 

 

The AAB disagrees with this statement for the following reasons: 

a. The need for additional water supply is the result of continuing growth in region. The 

need for additional water supplies has been recognized for decades, with continuing 

need for additional supplies verified by current population growth projections. 

Population growth will occur with or without NISP. Historic and current population 

growth projections, prepared by various demographers*, as well as county and local 

planners, do not consider NISP because growth is expected to occur regardless of 

whether or not NISP goes forward. Water conservation alone will not provide 

adequate future water supplies. Cities must and will procure adequate water supplies 

for existing populations and expected growth through water conservation efforts 

combined with: either 1) drying up agriculture and using that water; or 2) by 

acquiring water from the only remaining source available which is stored water from 

projects like NISP, which maximize the beneficial use of available but yet 
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undeveloped water supplies. It’s better for agriculture for future municipal and 

domestic water supplies to come from the combination of conserved water and from 

new stored supplies derived from available undeveloped water rather than from 

additional agricultural dry-up. 

b. Agriculture is already constrained by limited water supply.  

c. When urbanization occurs, it would benefit agriculture if new development is located 

near existing urban service areas. NISP encourages that pattern of growth. 

d. The assertion that towns that are assuming debt burden due to participation in NISP 

will purposefully increase growth rates is not a valid factor. Debt incurred to provide 

water supplies for growing populations is not an issue of promoting growth but is, 

instead, necessary to provide water supplies for the growth that is occurring and (or) 

will occur. Many factors and conditions influence the desire and ability for 

communities to grow or not grow. The need for NISP is the result of growth which 

has occurred and will occur, rather than NISP being the cause of growth.  

*The term demographers includes representatives from the Colorado Department of 

Local Affairs and Colorado Department of Transportation. 

 

2.  Save the Poudre states: “NISP would accelerate salinization of productive crop lands” 

 

The AAB has not found any evidence that NISP would reduce agricultural production due to 

increased salinity. Water stored in a NISP project will be pure, non-saline water that can be 

blended with more saline water to reduce overall concentrations. Studies conducted by Dr. 

Glenn J. Hoffman (see attached) conclude NISP does not create salinity issues. 

 

3. Save the Poudre states: “NISP would end nearly all “free water” diversion opportunities and 

impact many existing water users” 

 

The AAB recognizes that in keeping with Colorado Water Law, the underlying concept 

identified by Save the Poudre is accurate though its implication that it would impact existing 

diversions is not accurate. NISP will beneficially use water that has been appropriated by 

NISP. Currently, this undeveloped water is leaving Colorado without being beneficially 

used within the state. Building NISP would serve to reduce the amount of “free river” water 

leaving Colorado. Further, in strict accordance with Colorado Water Law and the doctrine 

of prior appropriation, water for NISP will not be diverted unless and until all water rights 

senior to NISP have been fully satisfied. The information in the paper is misleading because 

Glade has a relatively junior water right (1980). Virtually all of the other rights in the basin 

are senior to NISP’s water rights. Most direct flow water rights in the basin date to the mid 

to late 1800s. Glade will not curtail in any way the rights or the abilities of ditch companies 

to fully utilize their senior ditch water rights both direct flow or for storage. The AAB is 

confident that water rights providing the vast majority of agricultural water supply in 

Larimer County will not be adversely impacted by NISP. 

 

4. Save the Poudre states: “NISP would submerge and divide productive ag land” 

 

The land in Larimer County that would be traversed by a rerouted Highway 287 is only 

marginally productive (approximately 35 acres required to support one cow-calf unit). The 
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growth inducing impacts and probability of further subdivision resulting from relocating 

Highway 287 are not known and will be influenced by many factors and land use policies. 

The land to be submerged by Glade Reservoir is owned by Northern Water, which considers 

water storage to be its highest and best use. 

 

5. Save the Poudre states:  “The “Initial Fill” and ongoing diversions into Glade and Galeton 

Reservoirs are likely to come from northern Colorado and West Slope farm water” 

 

The AAB disagrees about the likely source of water for initial fill. In the last three years 

enough water from the Poudre Basin has left the state as “free river”, or unclaimed to fill 

Glade and Galeton Reservoirs. It is not possible to predict when these conditions will exist in 

the future. The initial fill will likely take several years. This fill will be secondary to other 

priority uses of available water supply, which protects existing users from detrimental 

impacts. NISP has agreed to limit the amount of initial fill water to 20,000 acre-feet of 

Colorado-Big Thompson water which is owned by the NISP participants. 

 

Again, we wish to express our appreciation to the Board of County Commissioners for seeking 

our opinion on this important issue. We are hopeful that as additional information becomes 

available about the NISP project, you will again seek our opinion and advice. 
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Minority Report Comments -- September 27, 2011 

 

The comments in italics represent additional comments that sometimes compliment and sometimes add 

information or provide a slightly different view of the Agricultural Advisory Board’s sub-committee response to 

“Farm Facts About NISP” by Save the Poudre. These comments may be viewed as a minority report. They are 

respectfully submitted by AAB members George Wallace, Jon Slutsky with support from other ex-oficio AAB 

members. We voted to approve the sub-committee report and to submit this additional information as a separate 

document.  

  

1. Save the Poudre states: “NISP would accelerate buy-up and subdivision of irrigated farms in Northern 

Colorado” 

 

The AAB disagrees with this statement for the following reasons: 

a. The need for additional water supply is the result of continuing growth in region. The need for 

additional water supplies has been recognized for decades, with continuing need for additional 

supplies verified by current population growth projections. Population growth will occur with or 

without NISP. Historic and current population growth projections, prepared by various 

demographers*, as well as county and local planners, do not consider NISP because growth is 

expected to occur regardless of whether or not NISP goes forward. Water conservation alone will 

not provide adequate future water supplies. Cities must and will procure adequate water supplies 

for existing populations and expected growth through water conservation efforts combined with: 

either 1) drying up agriculture and using that water; or 2) by acquiring water from the only  

remaining source available which is stored water from projects like NISP, which maximize the 

beneficial use of available but yet undeveloped water supplies. It’s better for agriculture for 

future municipal and domestic water supplies to come from the combination of conserved water 

and from new stored supplies derived from available undeveloped water rather than from 

additional agricultural dry-up. 

b. Agriculture is already constrained by limited water supply.  

 

 We take some issue with the “Cities will get” wording. It should be pointed out that water rights 

are not condemned by urban interests and farmers are not forced to sell their water. If commodity 

prices remain good, local support for agriculture continues to increase and if water sharing 

arrangements with cities can be developed then additional growth pressure does not automatically 

mean that farmers will sell their water or subdivide their farms or ranches.  

 

c. When urbanization occurs, it would benefit agriculture if new development is located near existing 

urban service areas. NISP encourages that pattern of growth.  

 

True but in the past, special districts (several are NISP partners) and some municipalities 

participating in NISP have had no qualms about leap frog growth, flagpole annexations or 

providing water well outside of existing urban service areas or urban growth area boundaries. 

Special districts have been reluctant to participate in either city or county planning and as a rule 

provide water to any or all exurban developments that their infrastructure can reach. Their boards 

are often quite pro-development and use “build out” as a benchmark for their planning. 

. 

d. The assertion that towns that are assuming debt burden due to participation in NISP will 

purposefully increase growth rates is not a valid factor. Debt incurred to provide water supplies for 

growing populations is not an issue of promoting growth but is, instead, necessary to provide water 

supplies for the growth that is occurring and (or) will occur. Many factors and conditions influence 
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the desire and ability for communities to grow or not grow. The need for NISP is the result of 

growth which has occurred and will occur, rather than NISP being the cause of growth.  

 

 True, many factors contribute but since NISP will be paid for by revenue bonds rather than general 

obligation bonds or existing sources of income, paying for NISP requires growth which  puts more 

pressure to develop on the development of new roof tops to pay for NISP (or would require them to 

go back and approve a general obligation bond where all residents pay). 

 

*The term demographers includes representatives from the Colorado Department of Local Affairs, 

Colorado Department of Transportation. 

 

2.  Save the Poudre states: “NISP would accelerate salinization of productive crop lands” 

 

The AAB has not found any evidence that NISP would reduce agricultural production due to increased 

salinity. Water stored in a NISP project will be pure, non-saline water that can be blended with more saline 

water to reduce overall concentrations. Studies conducted by Dr. Glenn J. Hoffman (see attached) conclude 

NISP does not create salinity issues.   

 

The Timothy Gates study “Assessment of water quality for irrigation under the South Platt Water 

Conservation Project” done for Northern uses the specific soils in the project area and has many more 

questions and reservations. Northern chose not use this study and used Hoffman’s much more general 

study instead.  Furthermore, salinity in the South Platte may well increase as Denver and its suburbs begin 

to implement water recycling and “use to extinction” policies already or soon to be in place. 

 

3. Save the Poudre states: “NISP would end nearly all “free water” diversion opportunities and impact many 

existing water users” 

 

The AAB recognizes that in keeping with Colorado Water Law, the underlying concept identified by Save 

the Poudre is accurate though its implication that it would impact existing diversions is not accurate. NISP 

will beneficially use water that has been appropriated by NISP. Currently, this undeveloped water is 

leaving Colorado without being beneficially used within the state. Building NISP would serve to reduce the 

amount of “free river” water leaving Colorado. Further, in strict accordance with Colorado Water Law and 

the doctrine of prior appropriation, water for NISP will not be diverted unless and until all water rights 

senior to NISP have been fully satisfied. The information in the paper is misleading because Glade has a 

relatively junior water right (1980). Virtually all of the other rights in the basin are senior to NISP’s water 

rights. Most direct flow water rights in the basin date to the mid to late 1800s. Glade will not curtail in any 

way the rights or the abilities of ditch companies to fully utilize their senior ditch water rights both direct 

flow or for storage. The AAB is confident that water rights providing the vast majority of agricultural water 

supply in Larimer County will not be adversely impacted by NISP.  

 

The rights senior to NISP exist mostly in the upper basin but many downstream agricultural users have 

long been using the water that NISP would capture and will be affected. Granted, most of these users are 

not in Larimer County but our agricultural system is tied to downstream producers and we should be 

concerned for their well-being none the less. In some years, even Larimer County users could be affected.  

There will likely be more conflicts between users as supplies tighten. 

 

5. Save the Poudre states:  The “Initial Fill” and ongoing diversions into Glade and Galeton Reservoirs are 

likely to come from northern Colorado and West Slope farm water. 
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 The AAB disagrees about the likely source of water for initial fill. In the last three years enough water from 

the Poudre Basin has left the state as “free river”, or unclaimed to fill Glade and Galeton Reservoirs. It is 

not possible to predict when these conditions will exist in the future. The initial fill will likely take several 

years. This fill will be secondary to other priority uses of available water supply, which protects existing 

users from detrimental impacts. NISP has agreed to limit the amount of initial fill water to 20,000 acre-feet 

of Colorado-Big Thompson water which is owned by the NISP participants. 

 

We agree that wet years like 2011 would reduce the need to use ag water for the initial fill. The “Farm 

Facts” paper correctly points out, however, that in nearly 10 years (from 2000 to 2009) there have only 

been 66 days when the Glade storage right would have been in priority. If wetter than average years at the 

higher elevations do not continue and we have drier conditions, the days in priority may shrink even more 

and require dry year leasing from ag. This could complicate our important attempts to develop local water 

sharing between irrigators and entities like Fort Collins who would want us to help them provide firming 

supplies during a drought and guarantee us ag decree stability and continued water rental in most years in 

return. 

 

References: Gates, Timothy, 1999. Assessment of water quality for irrigation under the South Platte 

Water Conservation Project. Colorado State University, Dept of Civil Engineering. 
 

 


